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Kigurumi is a Japanese word used for dancers or traditional performers dressed in animal
costumes. Since long, it has been a tradition in Japan. Earlier, Kigurumi costumes were
manufactured only in Japan. But with the increasing popularity of these costumes, there was a
growing demand for them from different parts of Europe. And today, Kigurumi costumes are sold
from UK to different parts of the world. They have developed special designs and patterns like
jackets, hats etc.

As adult animal costumes, Kigurumi UK is growing in demand and is well known for its quality and
comfort. Kigurumi comes with a hood along with the rest of the costume. The hood is designed to
look like the head of an animal. Initially, kigurumi or animal costumes in general were used for
commercial purposes at places like shopping malls or theme parks. But slowly the trend is changing
with the introduction of light weight and comfortable costumes like Kigurumi. Nowadays, these
costumes are often used for birthday parties, fancy dress celebrations, childrenâ€™s gathering, costume
parties etc. Dressing up in these costumes is a quick way to amuse kids who find it really interesting
and attractive.

The best part about Kigurumi costumes is that they come in different styles and shapes. The
traditional Kigurumi comes in as a one-piece suite with pyjamas. The costume covers the entire
body from head to toe except the face which is almost concealed with the hood. If you are looking
for something less fancy than a full costume, you can opt for kigurumi Hoodies. These Hoodies
resemble a normal jacket but with a hood that depicts an animalâ€™s face.  They are more comfortable,
simple and stylish and the price is also lower compared to a full size Kigurumi costume.

If you want a fancy animal costume for your summer camp or party, then check out some of the â€˜light
weightâ€™ Kigurumi collection. These costumes are as pretty and colorful as normal Kigurumi dresses,
but are made of finer quality cloth that allows more air circulation throughout the fabric. Then there
are kigurumi hats made of fur and wool. The collection is truly exquisite and some of them comes
with scarf and paws.  They are cozy, trendy and stylish and can be worn as an interesting accessory
for a costume party.

If you want to make your animal costume look more intense, you can buy one of the Kigurumi
masks of animals like horse, wolf, lion, giant fly, baboon, frog, gorilla etc. They are realistic and
scary and would be real fun for a fancy dress or costume party.  

Kigurumi UK is sold through online portals. These animal costumes come in medium, large as well
as small sizes and you get a wide range of animals to choose from. Some of the popular costumes
are of bear, dragon, kangaroo, cat, scary bat, panda, blue mouse, duck, honey bee, crocodile and
cheetah. These costumes are made from different types of fabrics like polyester, fleece and cotton
like materials. They are washable at home and are easily dryable since they are made of thin
material.
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For gathering more info about a kigurumi UK or about a kigurumi, and also about a animal
costumes, please check out these links.
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